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About This Game

What's NEKOPARA? Why, it's a cat paradise!

Kashou Minaduki, the son of a long line of Japanese confection makers moved out to open his own shop "La Soleil" as a
patisserie.

But upon moving out, hidden amongst his things were two of the catgirls ("neko"), Chocola and Vanilla, that the family had
been raising. When he tried to send them back, they begged and pleaded until he gave in and now they've opened La Soleil

together.

With two nekos who really, REALLY love their master trying their very best and occasionally failing -- a heartful comedy opens
for business!

See the Sayori NEKO WORKs’ mascots Chocola and Vanilla like never before, moving, and in full voice on screen. And now
with the E-mote System, the characters smoothly move on screen changing expression and poses in countless ways.

Please note, demo is not indicative of the final version.
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DLC is great.. Being able to place and angle each gun on your ship is a lot of fun to mess around with.. What is Immortal
Heroes?

Immortal Heroes is a clicker game. You click to tear your opponent's health down and if you pause they regain health again.
And that is all there is.

Pros:
- Good graphics
- Will easily take every top spot at every worst games of all time list
- 40 achievements that are rather easy to get... if you can stand the clicking
- The game is so bad I can't even stand to write a proper review. So that saves me time, I guess.
- You find out how bad it is within minutes. So you can get a refund if you want.

Cons:
- No incremental \/ equipment \/ ANYTHING that is expected from a clicker
- Gameplay is worse than that clciker in The Basement Collection. No kidding.
- Gameplay is worse than Hong Kong '97
- Gameplay is worse than... everything else
- Gameplay is worse than Bad Rats, Big Rigs, Desert Bus... ok, maybe not that one...
- You will stop prior to getting 40 achievements because of physical strain. And that is from someone who DOES play clickers
all the time!
- It actually costs money

Recommended: Only if you work at Guantanamo Bay and need new ways to torture your prisoners because waterboarding isn't
bad enough anymore. It's a shame that more effort wasn't put into the gameplay mechanics as they were into the visuals.
Creavures is pleasent to look at and somewhat unique with its environments and creatures lit up with bioluminescence as if
everything was under a dark-light but the actual mechanics of playing are very barebones. I wouldn't even call it a puzzle
platformer since the only teamwork from critters done by simply sending one of them ahead to use their special skill to allow
another to pass and the same ideas are used over and over again. This isn't like the Lost Vickings where you have a brain-teaser,
its literally a case of just seeing the same obstacle over and over again and knowing which critters to send first.

Worse still is that you have to move each critter yourself, they don't follow each other. So you end up going through the same
platforming section mutiple times. There is also no really challnging platforming either and the controls are clunking and
sluggish. This would have been so better had it been more like Ori and the Blind Forest with you using different creatures to
progress but it just doesn't that fluid or fast-paced. You trudge through the levels from left to right as if this game has learned
nothing from platformers since the days of Super Mario Bros.

Just give this a miss or buy it for very young children because there are no lives nor any significant consequences for running
into enemies, you just bounce off of them. The controls are also just the movement and 2 buttons so anyone could sit down and
figure this out.. poped my boner off with my self respect
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I was fortunte enough to meet the creators of the game at the Grand Rapids Maker Faire. They were very nice and super helpful
when my five year old wanted to try it. I am happy to support some local devs.. It seemed promising when under development
and now I've finally gotten around to it I'm left with a bad taste of disappointment in every department.

The most important flaws are rubbish controls--unresponsive with a non-variable jump height, so you will always be jumping
the same height and the physics are terrible for it making it feel like some awful low-gravity moon jump. With the animations
seeming to have missing frames and lack of good indicators, you're never sure how well you're doing against an enemy until it
dies. Everything is so terrible in this department, it feels so sluggish you'd think the inputs were delayed and lagging.

When it comes to sound, the only noticeable thing is the terrible voice acting with dialogue that can't be skipped so you're forced
to listen to the stale, emotionless characters that don't even seem to try to get you to care about what's going on. Bad voice acting
exists in a lot of things, yes, but when there are no means to skip or speed up the dialogue, it draws extra attention itself and it
just seems to get worse each time it happens.

If the controls weren't so rubbish, I might have given game more time, but the terrible voice-acting that I couldn't skip really put
me off. There's quite a bit of dialogue in the beginning which I'd have to repeat each time I died because of not having a clear
indication of whether or not the enemy I fought was near death. It's annoying how terrible it is.

Don't even take a chance on this one. It's not a fun experience at all; it's a mess.. Don't waste your money on this garbage game!.
I played this for about 6 months, and while it lasted I enjoyed it. I quit since about a year though. Loved the more mature
content, the Soviet Russian atmosphere (Empire) and the character models with animations that were all properly done in
motion capture. I quit playing over a couple reasons, that can probably be applied to most MMOs:
- Time consuming
- Low population and toxic end-game community (much worse on EU server)
- Must join guild or miss content
- High monetary cost to stay competitive (especially in PvP)
- Daily quests that compel one to keep playing
- EU\/EN version is several months behind the RU updates

In conclusion, this is a nice polished free game to pass some time, so long one doesn't push to become competitive. Overall it
looks like World of Warcraft (mostly the UI), but skill system, art design, story and atmosphere couldn't be more different.
Recommended for casuals that don't mind dated cartoony graphics, and adult content.. 50\/50...This borders on a playable game.
Not at this price though, God I hope I'm the only one who would ever pay this much (although I'll almost certainly return it) to
see a GameGuru asset creation just because I hadn't seen that asset pack before.

Now, the gameplay is still all running past zombies that are mildy more interested than the first one, they may be more varied; I
don't stop to look, after all, I have Xmas to save (& also I guess, stock photos of asian women to see in passing, I suppose this is
the logical extension of the exposed back Santa hat woman from the first game, I don't know if this game needs lore) & they
can't animate fast enough to bother me, so I won't bother them. Basically, the game is the same but it is in an Asian Temples &
Jungle tileset now and...it's alright, refreshing at least as it's the first time I've seen it.

Some of the maps don't tank the framerate, most of them do; however, the biggest compliment I can give this game is that the
levels feel designed; the first one along with a lot of GameGuru stuff at the time just felt like cobbled together assets placed
haphazard with no sense to path construction & when you're building a linear maze running game, you should at least make the
paths interesting & varied and they've done it here, granted most of the levels are in the same Asian Temples full of jungle style,
but they've used them well to create twisting paths, some rooftop sections, stairs made out of varied tilesets, necessary passages
obscured by foliage but not so much that they are annoyingly inobvious.
Played through the 10 maps in 25 minutes including load times (and loading 10 maps in GameGuru in that time is pretty
decent).

There is effort here that after the first game, you wouldn't expect to see and credit where it is due...but $17, $20 RRP;
absolutely not, like I'd probably go $7 but I'm an outlier because I like seeing Devs put (what I determine is) effort in the
GameGuru & FPSC engines because they're absolute trash garbage, but $17-$20; Hunter Of Antiques is the first FPSC game I
really felt was worth money and it only went $9.99, this isn't Hunter of Antiques "quality" in air-quotes because FPSC caveats.
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